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5988 Al MacKenzie 27-Sep-2022

Notice: This addendum shall form part of the tender documents and all conditions shall apply and be read in conjunction 
with the original plans and specifications.

Nota: Cet addenda fait partie intégrale des dossiers d'appel; toutes les conditions énoncées doivent être lues et 
appliquées en conjonction avec les plans et les devis originaux.

Item No Description

2.1 Questions and Answers
2.1.1. Question - Is the current roof under warranty, if not, is there a preferred 
roofer for the NRC?
2.1.1. Answer - No the roof is not under warranty. The roofing sub-contractor is 
up to the discretion of the General Contractor and they must hold a valid 
RELIABILITY STATUS, granted or approved by CISD/PWGSC.
2.1.2. Question - Is the 20-tonne ceiling crane available for use by contractors to 
lift the heat pumps onto the upper level?
2.1.2. Answer - The NRC hoist/Crane can be used by the contractor however it is 
NRC policy that it must be certified before and after it's use by the contractor. 
DymoRam is the preferred company to perform these certifications.
2.1.3. Question - Are we permitted to work regular hours?
2.1.3. Answer - Yes
2.1.4. Question - Will the required fire alarm bypass be performed and costs 
related be by NRC?
2.1.4. - Answer - NRC Personnel will perform all necessary fire alarm bypasses at 
no cost to the contractor.
2.1.5. Question - The Crawlspace works is deemed confined space. Will the 
contractor or client be providing the rescue plan and attendant? 
2.1.5. Answer - This space will only be considered confined if the contractor 
brings something into that area that would have the potential to change the 
environment of the space, in which case it should be considered a confined space 
and the contractor will be responsible for their own rescue plan. Outside of that a 
"buddy" system should be implemented while working in that space.

2.2 Alternate Materials
2.2.1. Chilled Water Buffer Tank, equipment tag number 07PVE04 - Amtrol, 
model number - CWBT200-3-125 is an acceptable alternative.
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2.2.2. Expansion Tank, equipment tag number 07PVE05, Amtrol, model number - 
AX-100V as well as Taco, model number - CX215-125 are acceptable 
alternatives.
2.2.3. Pumps, equipment tag numbers 07CWP01 & 02 - Taco, model number - 
KV2009D is an acceptable alternative. Contractor is responsible to ensure that 
the pump selection matches the performance criteria.
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